
Modular Power Revitalization Service (MPRS)
MPRS is an affordable service approach designed to extend the reliable life of a modular 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS). MPRS renews the internal components of a UPS at a 
more favorable price point than replacing each component individually.

MPRS includes:
 
> Updates to the latest system technologies available

> Installation of critical modular components

> Environmentally responsible disposal of old components

> One-year Advantage Service Plan

Introducing Modular Power 
Revitalization Service
Now extend the reliable life of your modular UPS. 

As your critical infrastructure ages, it is exposed to more risk and unexpected issues or 
downtime due to aging components. An important part of the product services life cycle 
is to understand your available options. This will help ensure you are maintaining your 
critical infrastructure while also maximizing your investment.
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To learn more about our Modular Power Revitalization Service offer, visit  
www.apc.com and click Products and Services and then Product Based Services.

3 benefits of Revitalization Service:
 

Reduce total cost of ownership through upgrades 
and proactive replacement of parts.

Have peace of mind knowing your aging 
infrastructure is protected and operating at 
manufacturer’s specifications.

Reduce downtime and make fewer service calls due 
to proactive replacement of wearing components.
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